When Fred Randall grew weary of finding almost nothing but ARF training models, sticks, and the usual bunch of 3-D ARFs at his local flying field, he decided that if he wanted something with a style he liked, he'd have to build his own!

Getting Started in RC

For many years, the most common path to getting started in flying model aircraft has been to join a local club and be paired with an instructor. But what if you have neither a club nor a hobby shop in your area?

Our community
AMA and Public Safety

Although most individuals fly multirotors and other model aircraft as a hobby, firefighters, police officers, and many other public safety employees use drones to survey areas that are difficult or dangerous to enter. Watch the video to learn how AMA and DJI are working together to educate public safety officers in the use of drone technology.

Product review
E-flite Timber 1.5m BNF Basic
AS3X With Floats

This airplane is aerobatic when wanted and a beginner's trainer when needed. The addition of the floats and its foam construction make it a no-brainer!

Recent headlines
Court strikes down FAA registration requirement

Friday, May 19, a federal appeals court struck down the FAA's registration requirement for recreational model aircraft. Learn more about the decision in a video and at AMA's Government Relations blog.